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Lauren Byun
Electrical Engineering
Class of 2025

Hometown: La Palma, CA
Highschool: John F. Kennedy High School
Interests: Arts & crafts, music, video games, walking Benji (^^)

Why did you choose UCLA ECE?
The combination of the appeals to software components or computer science through GWC and hardware components through my dad’s work as an electrician led me to UCLA ECE.

How are you involved at UCLA?
- IEEE: OPS (Open Project Space); KrispIEEE Treats GB
- CKI: KFAM Event Planning Subchair → KFAM Networking Chair
- Planning to hopefully be more involved in SWE

What are your educational and career goals?
I hope to get more involved in research and/or internship opportunities to expand my options to what interests me. For now my goal is to learn and explore new topics.

What projects are you taking on in your own time?
- Expanding a personal website
- Illustrations for a book